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THE PROBLEM 
Circa 2011, TxDOT recognized the need to 
safely control  driveway t raff ic in work zones 
in resident ial  areas, while at  the same t ime 
prevent ing delays and queues on the main 
t raff ic phase due to excessive cycle lengths. 
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Let’s take a look at how the DAD came to beAbout 5 years ago, TxDOT expressed a desire for a solution to a longstanding problem they were facing:How to safely control traffic in work zones in residential areas, while at the same time keeping cycle lengths down and preventing long backups and delays



“Quite often there are low-volume access points, 
such as resident ial driveways, within the temporary 
one-lane sect ion of roadway. There is the potent ial 
for motorists entering the roadway from these 
access points to misunderstand the direct ion of 
t raff ic, enter the roadway going in the wrong 
direct ion, and coll ide with a vehicle t ravell ing 
through the work zone. While these access points 
should be monitored, exist ing methods are not 
always feasible.”  
 
-Texas A&M Transportat ion Inst itute Study 

THE 
PROBLEM 



Positioning flaggers at each driveway 
is  impractical, and an ineffic ient use of 
manpower. 
 
 
 
 

EXISTING 
METHOD #1 
Flaggers 
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In the past, the method for determining how to handle driveway traffic has been a case-by-case basisSometimes flaggers are used, but this can be impractical for the low-volume traffic of these driveways, and it is an inefficient use of manpower, when those individuals could be contributing to the project elsewhereAdditionally, standard portable signal systems are used at each driveway with a traditional red-yellow-green signalThis becomes inefficient as well due to the lack of directional information given by a 3-color signal.The only safe way to utilize a 3-color signal is to give it dedicated timing, allowing drivers to turn right or left with no potential of a conflict.This means that all other phases are held while the driveway is serviced.And this had to be done for every driveway in the work zone, meaning if multiple driveways had calls, it drastically increased cycle times for the main phases.



Traditional signals are inefficient due 
to lack of directional information, and 
cycle length issues. 
 
 
 
 

EXISTING 
METHOD #2 
Temporary R-Y-G Traffic Signal  
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In the past, the method for determining how to handle driveway traffic has been a case-by-case basisSometimes flaggers are used, but this can be impractical for the low-volume traffic of these driveways, and it is an inefficient use of manpower, when those individuals could be contributing to the project elsewhereAdditionally, standard portable signal systems are used at each driveway with a traditional red-yellow-green signalThis becomes inefficient as well due to the lack of directional information given by a 3-color signal.The only safe way to utilize a 3-color signal is to give it dedicated timing, allowing drivers to turn right or left with no potential of a conflict.This means that all other phases are held while the driveway is serviced.And this had to be done for every driveway in the work zone, meaning if multiple driveways had calls, it drastically increased cycle times for the main phases.



The Driveway Assistance Device, or 
“DAD,” safely alerts  motorists  to the direction of 
traffic  flow in one- lane, alternating workzones.  It 
is  designed specifically for residential driveway 
use, and improves traffic  flow effic iency by 
keeping cycle lengths at a minimum with out 
compromising safety. 
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The Driveway Assistance Device (or DAD) is specifically designed for controlling traffic in RESIDENTIAL DRIVEWAYS that intersect one-lane work zonesThe DAD alerts the motorist as to the direction that traffic is actively flowing through the work zoneThis allows the driver to make a safe turn to exit their driveway, and join the flow of traffic, without having to guessIt also eliminates the need to put flaggers at each individual driveway for limited useA DAD is placed at each driveway within the work area, and all are activated at the same time, servicing all driveways simultaneously This keeps cycle lengths at a minimum, because it does not dedicate cycle time to just one individual driveway, while the main phases of traffic are held.



Oct ober  29, 2012 
Hur r icane Sandy 
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Then in October of 2012, Hurricane Sandy hit the Jersey Shore and caused extensive damage to the coast.



Before 
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These photos show before and after the storm hit in Mantoloking, New Jersey.You can see the obvious destruction to the homes and shoreline, but also severely impacted was the infrastructure and roadwaysThe bridge you see is the main artery into the beach town, and you can see it was heavily damaged, as well as the roads in town.



Before 
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These photos show before and after the storm hit in Mantoloking, New Jersey.You can see the obvious destruction to the homes and shoreline, but also severely impacted was the infrastructure and roadwaysThe bridge you see is the main artery into the beach town, and you can see it was heavily damaged, as well as the roads in town.
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These photos show before and after the storm hit in Mantoloking, New Jersey.You can see the obvious destruction to the homes and shoreline, but also severely impacted was the infrastructure and roadwaysThe bridge you see is the main artery into the beach town, and you can see it was heavily damaged, as well as the roads in town.Mantoloking was essentially split in two, and Route 35 was closed for 3 months while a temporary replacement road could be built.



High traffic area was heavily damaged, 
and in some areas completely gone.  
Areas that survived the storm were to be 
reduced to a s ingle lane following initial 
c leanup. 

NJ RT 35 
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This is an aerial view of the same areaRoute 35 is the main road that runs along the shoreline It is a heavily traveled area, especially in the summer monthsThis area of Mantoloking is a large residential area with big beach houses and dozens upon dozens of driveways that are accessed directly via Route 35After the storm, Route 35 needed extensive work, but could not be closed due to the limited detour options, and accessibility to the residencies NJDOT knew that traffic would be heavy, and wanted a solution to service the driveways as efficiently as possible







QUANTITY CYCLE LENGTH 

N JD O T Q U ESTI O N S 

Dozens of residential 
driveways within the 

work area. 

Overall work area of 
approx. 1 mile could 

casue ling queues of not 
handled properly. 

COMPLIANCE 
Private construction 

vehicles and residents 
used the driveways 
many times daily. 



DESIGN 
The device features a 12-inch circular 
red, with 8-inch turn arrows on either 
side.  Only one indication is active at any 
time (per NJDOT). 
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The final design features a 12-inch circular red indication, with 8-inch arrows on either side.Only one indication is active at a given time.Of course, the behavior of the device, as well as the colors of the arrows are subject to change based on the particular agency using the device.  Some areas have requested yellow arrows as opposed to the red indications you see in most of these photos.



Signals on NJ 35 were in operation 
during winter months and required 
regular charging.  S olar panels  were 
later added to prolong battery life. 

POWER 
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So the signals on Route 35 were deployed in the late fall and ran throughout the winter months.Due to the cold temperatures, they required regular charging, andEventually solar panels were added to help prolong the battery life.



TRAILER 
VERSION 
Provides larger batter bank and 
increased solar capacity, as well as 
easy maneuverability. 
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The DAD was further developed to adapt to an SQ2-T trailer, which provided a larger battery bank (8 batteries, as opposed to 2 or 3 on a standard SQ2 cart)As well as the increased solar capacity.
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In the pictures I have shown you so far, you have seen the signage that has been added to the DADs.  This signage is also subject to change based on the specific DOT and area in which the devices are being used, But on the left you see the signage and wording that NJDOT came up with, and on the top right you see a slight variation to that wording for a separate project that was done in Michigan.Finally, on the far right you can see signage that was used for the initial prototype in Texas which featured yellow arrows
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This photo gives you an idea of what the deployment looked like, with driveways on both sides of the road, and multiple DADs controlling them.  This was just a small portion of the work area, as it was too long to show all the DADs in one photo.



• Community outreach: NJDOT 
notified residents prior to 
deployment 
 

• Durat ion: December 2013 – Jan 2015 
 

• 31 DADS at peak 
 

• Zero reported incidents/ accidents 
 
 
 
 

PROJECT 
DETAILS 
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In the past, the method for determining how to handle driveway traffic has been a case-by-case basisSometimes flaggers are used, but this can be impractical for the low-volume traffic of these driveways, and it is an inefficient use of manpower, when those individuals could be contributing to the project elsewhereAdditionally, standard portable signal systems are used at each driveway with a traditional red-yellow-green signalThis becomes inefficient as well due to the lack of directional information given by a 3-color signal.The only safe way to utilize a 3-color signal is to give it dedicated timing, allowing drivers to turn right or left with no potential of a conflict.This means that all other phases are held while the driveway is serviced.And this had to be done for every driveway in the work zone, meaning if multiple driveways had calls, it drastically increased cycle times for the main phases.











Each DAD is activated by a PTS on the 
main traffic  phase. All arrows flash in the 
direction of traffic  flow, allowing 
driveway vehic les  to join or follow the 
queue out of the zone. 

HOW IT 
WORKS 
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DADs are used in conjunction with Horizon SQ3s controlling the main phase of traffic.These signals on the main phase trigger the DADs to activate their arrows in the direction of traffic flow.For example, when the northbound SQ3 signal displays its green indication, all DADs will flash northbound arrows accordingly.  Motorists waiting to exit their driveways can do so at any time, whether prior to the queue of vehicles reaching them, or afterward, following the queue out of the zone.
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This photo gives you an idea of how a typical DAD deployment would look. You can see a DAD on the left and one on the far right just beyond the main SQ3 signal.



DADs are all wirelessly 
interconnected, with no limit to the 
number of devices used. 

HOW IT 
WORKS 
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The DADs are all wirelessly linked back to the main SQ3s, and there is NO LIMIT to the number of devices that can be deployed in a given project.










RECENT 
DEPLOYEMNTS 

























The Driveway Assistance Device is 
not included in the current MU T C D 
 

APPROVALS 
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DAD’s are not in the current MUTCD ManualAnd Section 1A of the MUTCD manual prohibits the use of devices not in the ManualHowever there is a process to test  and add new devices to the Manual



MUTCD  Sect ion 1A.10.02 
Continuing advances in technology will produce 
changes in the highway, vehicle, and road user 
proficiency; therefore, portions of the system of 
traffic control devices in this Manual will require 
updating. In addition, unique situations often 
arise for device applications that might require 
interpretation or clarification of this Manual. It  is 
important to have a procedure for recognizing 
these developments and for introducing new 
ideas and modificat ions into the system. 
 

FHWA 
APPROVALS 
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The MUTCD Recognizes the need to incorporate new technologies into the manual which is addressed in section 1A



 Several State DOT’s have 
recognized the need for a device 
to control residential driveways 
within a one lane, bidirectional 
work zone. 
 

 Massachusetts DOT  has requested 
permission from the FHW A to 
experiment with the DAD  
 

 Iowa, Michigan, T exas have all 
used DADs in various projects  

APPROVALS 
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Many State Departments of Transportation have expressed interest in the Driveway Assistance DeviceThe Michigan DOT has requested and received permission to experiment and is the process of providing feedback on a completed project to the FHWAIf your agency sees an application for the Driveway Assistance Device we would encourage you seek FHWA approval for experimental use. If you have any questions  about the process I have outlined please feel free to contact your Horizon Signal Regional Sales Manager



Quest ions? 



Thank You! 

 
Scott  Heydt 
sheydt@horizonsignal.com 
717-405-3733 
 
www.horizonsignal.com 
 

mailto:sheydt@horizonsignal.com
http://www.horizonsignal.com/
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